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ABSTR4CT

The Xyce~ Parallel Electronic Simulator has been written to
support the simulation needs of the Sandia National Laboratories
electrical designers. As such, the development has focused on
providing the capability to solve extremelylarge circuit problems
by supporting large-scale parallel computing platforms (up to
thousands of processors). In addition, we are providing
improved performance for numerical kernels using state-of-the-
art algorithms, support for modeling circuit phenomena at a
variety of abstraction levels and using object-oriented and
modem coding-practices that ensure the code will be
maintainable and extensible far into the fitture.

The code is a parallel code in the mOQgeneralsense of the.
phrase - a message passing parallel implementation - which
allows it to run efficiently on the widest possible number of
computing platforms. These include serial, shared-memory and
distributed-memory parallel as well as heterogeneous platforms
[1]. Furthermore, careful attention has been paid to the specific
nature of circuit-simulation problems to ensure that optimal
parallel efficiency is achieved even as the number of processors
grows.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Xycem Parallel Electronic Simulator under development at
Sandia National Laboratories is aimed at supporting the
Iaboratoty’s electrical designers as part of U.S. Department of
Energy’s Accelerated Strategic Computing Initiative (ASCI).
This initiative uses high performance computational simulation
to help offset the lack of underground testing and is pushing the
limits of scientific computing with a goal of reaching a 100
TFlops capability in the near future. As part of this initiative, the
code is targeted at very large (-l 000 processors) distributed-
memory parallel computing platforms and will provide
improvements over existing technology in several areas.
Eventually, the XyceT~ Parallel Electronic Simulator will
provide simulation at a variety of levels of fidelity including
digitd, mixed si~md and at the device PDE level. This paper
describes the current work being done to provide the analog
simulator portion of the project.

In addition to providing support for the simulation of circuits of
unprecedented size via large-scale parallel computing, novel
approaches to critical numerical kernels such as improved time-
stepping algorithms and controls, better nonlinear convergence
and improved device mode!s are being implemented. These
improvements aim to minimize the amount of simulation
“tuning” required on the part of the designer and facilitate the
code’s successful usage.

Another feature required by designers is the ability to easily add
device models to the code, many of which are specific to the
needs of Sarrdia. To this end, the device package in the Xyce7M
Parallel Electronic Simulator is designed to support a variety of
device model inputs. These input formats include the typical, so
called, analytical models, behavioral models, look-up tables and
support for conductance values extracted from device-scale PDE
models. Combined with this flexl%leinterface is an architectural
design that greatly simplifies the addition of circuit models.

This paper discusses these features and continues in the next
section with a description of the overall code architecture
including support for the parallel circuit topology and load
balance methods. Following this we discuss the device interface
and parallel linear solver methods. The paper ends with some
preliminary results and a summary of this work.

2. THE XyceTMCODE ARCHITECTURE

From the beginning, the XyceTMParallel Electronic Simulator
was designed not as simply a “parailelization” of an existing
circuit simulation capability. Providing parallel capability to any
simulation code involves more than parallel data structures.
Overall design and, in particular, algorithms designed for parallel
computing must be used if one hopes to achieve high parallel
efficiency. To this end modem coding-design and leading edge
parallel algorithms were utilized from early in the design phase.
Included in these are UML (Unified Modeling Language) tools
for object-oriented design. Figure 1 illustrates the overall code
architecture for the analog simulation kernels currently within the
Xyce7MSimulator.
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2.1 Parallcl Circuit Topology

Key to maintainability, extensibility and efficiency in any circuit
simulation code is the underlying representation of the problem
topoloL~. This is not only true for representing the actual
network of the problem but also for associated data structures
such as sparse mam.x graphs, etc. Topology information is also
vital for parallel solution methods wherein the problem is
decomposed into subproblems. Here, topology information is
used in heuristic approaches to obtaining good problem
decompositions. With these needs in mind, the Xycem
Simulator has been designed around a flexible graph subsystem
that is used to describe the distributed circuit topology and other
graphs used throughout the simulation. This topology package is
built on the GTL (Graph Template Library) that provides ready
access to advanced graph methods for ordering and sorting.
Accompanying the ability to perform these functions on a
distributed graph is the need to move data behveen processors
and access needed data that may be owned by another processor.
This is accomplished using the Zokan library [2] that provides
distributed load balancing and data migration utilities. -

2.2 Parallel Circuit-Problem Decomposition

One method for petiorming calculations in “parallel is to
decompose the problem domain into subproblerns and assign
these to individual processors in the parallel computer. A variety
of methods may be used to perform this decomposition and
usually ensure that tsvo issues are resolved 1) each processor has

Figure 1. Block dkggarn illustrating the key analog
modules of the Xycew Parallel Electronic
Simulator.

an equal amount of computational work (i.e., load balanced),
thus ensuring that no processors are idle waiting for others to
finish and 2) communication costs between processors are
minimized. However, for circuit simulation a compIicttting
fac~oris that the calculations can be very heterogeneous. That is,
at the ICVCIat which the problcm is discretized, the resulting
..elmncnts” (e.g., lumped parameter models) are heterogeneous.
For example. in analog circuit simulations, the numerical
comphxity of elements in the circuit cim wry by more than two
orders of rn~Smitude. Furthermore. when solutions are .dcsircd at
difftring levels of tidclity (c.:., mixed-sigmul), the problcm is, by

definition, heterogeneous and to a much Iargcr degree. This is
typically not a problcm for conventional serial algorithms but can
have disastrous effects on efticicncy when pwallcl algorithms are
used. Within the XyceTMSimulator topology manager, we usc
weighted graphs and leading-edge graph decomposition
heuristics to. ensure load-balance and minimal communication
costs.

Another issue that must be addressed for distributed memory
parallel implementations is how one deals with the data
dependencies between processor nodes. Two methods of
dependency resolution have been implemented. Device
“ghosting”, similar to node or element “ghosting” used in
distributed PDE simulations, decreases communication by
allowing all Jacobian and right-hand side vector loads to be
computed Iocaily and necessitating only small portions of the
solution vector to be communicated. The alternative, which
doesn’t use device “ghosting” and avoids redundant load
calculations, uses interprocessor communication to update the
partial sums of rows in the Jacobian associated with boundary
nodes. Part of our future work includes examining the tradeoffs
between two methods for several computer architectures with
varying ratios of processor speed to communication latency.

3. DEVICE PACKAGE INTERFACE

Another feakrc of the Xycem Simulator is tbe extremely flexible
interface between the device-model package and the solution
algorithms. Again refem.ng to Figure 1, the device model
interface is capable of stippofing not only the classic “analog”
models but also the behavioral, table-lookup methods and even
PDE based models. This has been accomplished by inserting an
abstract interface layer into the device package. On the nonlinear
solver side of this interface, a’“loader” service simply concerns
itself with summing the correct admittances into the Jacobian. On
the device side of the interface, individual device methods are
responsible for providing these admittance values. For a more
complete discussion of this package, see [3] in these proceedings.

4. PA.IL4LLEL SOLVERS

As mentioned in Section 2 above, a key aspect to an eftlcient
parallel implementation is providing good parallel numerical
algorithms. Within the XyceTM Simulator are state-of-the-art
time integration, nonlinear- and linear-solution algorithms. Also
being developed are several heuristic methods that couple
problem-specific information into the numerical algorithms ford
improved convergence. The time/nonlinear/Iinear nested kernels
have been designed with a philosophy that recognizes each of
these individual solution methods as pm-tof an integrated whole.
Step-size, convergence and accuracy results for one method can
impact these issues for the other methods. This is especially true
since, as will be discussed below, iterative linear solvers are used
to provide parallel scalability for large problems.

4.1 Transient Solution

Currently implemented” for the time integration solver are
methods based around sr~ndard rrap~zoidid and backward
differentiation formulas as well as infrastructure support for
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production. Sandia developed a maskless SFEJ02 plasma
process using Reactive Ion Etching, RIE, that leads to a
needle-like texturing in the nanometer scale (Fig. 1) with a
black look and excellent low reflection on mc-Si (Fig. 2).

In order to remove plasma-induced damage, different
damage removal etches (DRE) were evaluated: etching in
KOH or etching in an HNOJHF mixture for varying
amounts of time. Even though damage etching removes
some texture, fairly low reflectance can be maintained.
Another crucial step in solar ceii processing is the wafer
cleaning, which shouid not remove the texture. A se-
quence with diiuted HzS04/HZOZ and HCi/HZOZ treatments,
respectively, foiiowed by HF dips has been found not to
affect the visuai appearance of the textured wafers.

Table 1. Weighted reflectance of different siiicon surfaces
before aryi after processing (spectrai reflectance inte-
grated between 400 nm and 1100 nm and weighted with
the AM 1.5 globai spectrum).

Texturing Before cell proc- Atter processing
Process essing and SiN ARC

RIE 10.0 % 3.9 %

RIE + KOH 20.9 ~0 5.8 %

RIE + HNOJHF 25.4 ‘?4. 6.9 %

planar 34.8 % 10.4 Y.

in terms of reflectance controi, texturing competes
with antireflection coatings (ARC). A standard siiicon ni-
tride (SiN) ARC reduces the weighted reflectance on a
planar surface from 35 % to 10 % (TableI). However, the
initiai reflectance of an RiE-textured surface is aiready
5.4% and drops to as iow as 3.97. after SiN deposition.
Sampies with siightiy removed texturing stiii show excei-
ient reflectance of 11Y.. After SiN ARC, the reflectance is
reduced to 4.3Y0. The reflectance curve of the mc-si wafer
with no DRE is flat and shows no dependence on wave-
length. The pianar mc-Si with the singie iayer ARC shows
the characteristic minimum around 600nm. As the DRE
time increases the reflectance curves approach the pianar
reflectance curve as is apparent in Fig. 2. The 20 second
DRE etch matches the pianar reflectance curve over a
iarge wavelength range. This shows that the RiE texturing
can effectively be canceiied if the DRE time is not properiy
considered.

DOSS DiFFUSiON

*

Screen Printed Al BSF fired
at 850”C

Photolithography Front Con-
tacts

Cell Isolation

The emitter diffusion was performed by using the
dopant oxide soiid source (DOSS) process. Source wa-
fers with spin-on dopant applied to both sides have been
introduced to the furnace together with the sampies so
that every sampie is stacked in front of a source wafer on
one side oniy. This diffusion technique was used to take
advantage of the in-situ oxide grown in the same furnace
cycle as the phosphorus diffusion. An added benefit of this
process is no phosphorsilicate giass (PSG) removai step
is required. PSG removai couid aiso remove some of the
RiE texturing inadvertently. Phosphorus reieased from the
source wafers at 925 “C diffuse into the sampies ieading
either to the symmetric n++n-n++structure for J~~ measure-
ments or to the emitter formation oniy, depending on the
stacking. For J~ and lifetime measurements high resistiv-
ity (>100 Clcm) n-type float zone siiicon wafers were used,
whiie solar ceiis were made from -1.0 flcm mc-Si. The
actuai diffusion time was one hour, foiiowed by an oxida-
tion step for 15 min to obtain the in-situ oxide. This one
step furnace process ieads to phosphorus diffusion, tex-
tured, in-situ oxide passivated solar ceiis that are immedi-
ately ready for metaiiization with no further processing
steps. The compiete process sequence is shown in Fig. 3.

SURFACE PASSIVATION AND EMITTER PROPERTIES

The chaiienge in surface texturing of solar celis is to
find a way to increase photon absorption in the ceil whiie
maintaining iow recombination iosses at the surface. A
rougher surface is harder to passivate. The DOSS process
aiready inciudes an approximately 10 nm in-situ oxide for
passivation, which (after a 15 min forming gas anneai
(FGA)) ieads to sufficiently iow surface recombination ve-
locities (SRV) on pianar surfaces (Fig. 4).

RIE RIE + KOH RIE + HNO#HF planar L5

Fig. 4. Effective lifetime and corresponding emitter satura-
tion current of differently textured siiicon wafers after
DOSS diffusion with in-situ oxide, and additional SiN
deposition, respectively.

However, oxide passivation was not sufficient on
these RiE-textured surfaces. Oniy sampies with a DRE by
HNOdHF show sufficiently high effective lifetimes, which
correspond to sufficiently iow Joe or SRV (notice the loga-
rithmic scaie in Fig. 4). To make use of the weii-known
passivation ability of siiicon nitride deposited by piasma
enhanced chemicai vapor deposition (PECVD), a 63 nm

Fig. 3. Process Flow Chart
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layer of SiN was deposited on top of the oxidized surfaces.
This stack passivation leads to excellent effective lifetimes
on planar samples and to good results on the l-lNOdl-iF
etched textured samples. RI E-textured surfaces with no
post-treatment or with subsequent KOH etching still show
insufficiently low effective lifetimes, corresponding to high
Jo, and SRVS. The same results were found with a stack
passivation consisting of an RTO and -70 nm of PECVD
SiN, but are not shown here. The high quality of the
DOSS-diffused emitter and the SiOz/SiN stack passivation
results in low emitter saturation current (Jo,) on the planar
samples -100 fA/cm2 for a 100 !X.q. emitter (Fig. 4).
However, surface passivation and emitter quality of the
textured samples is poor leading to high J~ values (for the
samples with no DRE after RIE, it was impossible even to
extract a Joe). Emitter saturation current for the best RIE
sample is still 5 times higher than a JW for a random
pyramid sample processed similarly, Even the samples
that were HNOJHF etched after RIE texturing and show
decent surface passivation have excessively high Joe val-
ues that may limit the performance of high lifetime cells.
This indicates poor emitter quality due to plasma-induced
damage from the RIE texturing process. Multi-crystalline
silicon with much smaller lifetimes is dominated by the
base saturation current Job rather than by Jo,. Therefore,
RIE texturing may be well suited for such materials be-
cause the gain in JSCdue to texturing and light absorption
is still able to maintain a sufficient VOC,as will be ad-
dressed and demonstrated below.

SOLAR CELLS

conditioned texture
20 sec nitric

Al-assisted
20 sec nitric

Cr-assisted
8-rein KOH
conditioned texture
-20-25 sec nitric

Al-assisted
15-see nitric,

conditioned texture
15 sec nitric

conditioned texture
10 sec nitric
Cr-assisted
no DRE

566 23.43 0.733 9,7 o%

560 27.02 0.695 10.5 9%

576 24.77 0.756 10.8 11%

577 25.12 0.748 10.8 12%

573 25.83 0.739 10.9 1syo

582 26.96 0.748 11.7 21’70

578 27.14 0.748 11.7 21%

583 29.18 0.756 12.9 33%

conditioned texture 575 28.93 0.757 12.6 -170
20 sec nitric
conditioned texture 587 30.84 0.751 13.6 7%
10 sec nitric

Cr-assisted, No DRE 591 30.63 0.759 13.7 8%

Table 2 shows the averaged efficiencies obtained on
mc-Si with RIE texturing for various damage removal
etches. Table 3 shows the efficiencies afler the application
of a 55nm SiN layer which was determined to be the opti-
mal single layer anti-reflection coating (SIARC) by using
the Sunrays modeling program. Also shown in the tables
is the percent increase in efficiency gained by using RIE
texturing compared to the planar surface, relatively. The
results clearly show that there is a definite increase in both
current collection and overall efficiency by using RIE tex-
turing regardless of the DRE. The efficiency improvement
is due largely to the increased current collection while
maintaining similar open circuit voltages. In examining
table 2 it is apparent that the shorter the DRE the higher
the current collection which is supported by the reflectance
data (Fig. 2). The longer the DRE time, the higher the av-
erage weighted AM1.5 Global reflectance. The improved
eftlciency is somewhat surprising, because of the extent of
the surface damage expected in the “no DRE” case. Ex-
cessive carrier recombination and a drop in Vw would be
predictable. This is not the case. The in-situ oxide is able
to passivate the textured surface sufficiently to maintain
-575 mV VOCthat is observed on the planar mc-Si. The
increased current collection allows for even higher VOLS
-585 mV. A more clear understanding is obtained by ex-
amining the external quantum efficiency, EQE, depicted in
Fig. 5. The blue response of the samples is in agreement
with the surface passivation measurements made earlier
in Fig. 4. The samples that received a DRE show a better
blue response below 450nm demonstrating the superior
front surface passivation. The IQE data for these sam-
ples, not shown here, also support this claim. However,
the improved blue response is not suftlcient to compen-
sate for the increased current collection in the “no DRP

lCO
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Fig. 5. External Quantum Efficiency of RIE textured
samples with different Damage Removal Etches applied.

case. The RIE textured samples out perform the planar
sample by collecting over 2 mA/cm2 more photocurrent.
Examining the efficiencies in table 3 and the reflectance
curves in Fig. 2 the “1 O second nitric” sample closely re-
sembles the “no DRE” in all aspects. The weighted re-
flectance is 4.2?4. compared 3.9% after SiN SIARC appli-
cation. This suggests that a short DRE may achieve an
even better efficiency by slightly improving the blue re-
sponse while still maintaining a low reflectance. The ap-
plication of the RIE textured surfaces results in 33’%. initial
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improvement and a 8% relative improvement over planar
mc-Si samples used in this experiment.

CONCLUSIONS

RIE textured surfaces show excellent reflectance but
poor surface quality in general, unless the RIE textured
surface receives the proper damage removal etch (DRE).
Even atter diffusion and surface passivation by a stack of
either (thermal) DOSS oxide and PECVD silicon nitride, or
rapid thermal oxide (RTO) and PECVD SiN, the surface
recombination is still about a factor 5 times higher than
that of typical random pyramid surface. Chemical etching
after RIE removes the texture to some extent leading to
higher initial reflectance. However, these can still have
much lower reflectance than planar samples, and the sur-
face passivation is improved at least a little. Especially
samples with a HNOdHF DRE show decent SRV and
therefore might be a good compromise relative to reflec-
tance and surface passivation properties. This is most
evident after the application of a SIARC. Solar cell per-
formance is enhanced to a much greater extent when
compared to a sample that had no DRE. Efficiency jumps
1.9% absolute for a short DRE with nitric and only 0.8%
for no DRE. Even though these samples suffer from dam-
age of the emitter region from the RIE process, solar cells
show improved performance compared to planar refer-
ences. Recent improvements to the DRE process show
promise for more complete damage removal, which should
result in better cell performance, especially for (lower life-
time) mc-Si solar cells.
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